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This publication;  

The Airborne Reader 
 is a FREE bimonthly electronic internet 
magazine made by , 

Michael Brown 

PO Box 69 

Bella Vista, CA 96008 

Email contact info; 
cabrowns@citlink.net 

Phone; 530-549-3005. 

All material published in this publication 
is sent freely by the writers or by those 
who agree (by submitting) to have prop-
er permission to submit said material. 

 

People may submit anything aviation re-
lated as long as it is positive in message. 

 

Event reports or build articles, meaning 
anything from a huge scratch build to 
assembling a small AFR are very wel-
come, especially changes you made to 
spruce one up. Humor articles along 
with personal experiences and or stories 
are also quite welcome. 

How to submit an article; 
 

I prefer the written article to be sent 
in a Word doc format, and pictures 
sent as JPG files. I make all pictures 
100DPI x about 4” x 6” so please try 
to send yours that size or larger.  
 

Submitting by email is most common 
although you are welcome to send a 
CD containing your articles and pic-
tures. 
 

You can send Word articles with the 
pictures imbedded but I use Publish-
er to make this publication and I 
have to take every letter and picture 
out of those file types and rebuild 
the entire article in Publisher so 
PLEASE try to not do that. 
 

PDF articles are fine if necessary but 
they have to be inserted after I finish 
the issue….so try not to but it is a 
way to submit.  

How can I, or my club send an event 

flyer? 

Making the flyer a JPG after you finish 

it is best. A PDF flyer is very welcome 

as well but has to be added after I 

convert my publication.. 

Remember this is a bimonthly publi-

cation so send far enough ahead of 

time for it to be published. 

On the cover;  

George Millers 

Katonka 
I really like its lines and angles, and 

would  love to have one, wouldn’t any-
one. Mike Brown 



Wings Across America 
 

WWA was started in 2008 by Frank Geisler. Through his efforts a small electric airplane has 

flown in 48 states. Please read below the huge amount of gtood this has done for the hobby. 

This is a recent email from Frank to all pilots that have flown the plane (or Squirt as it is 

called).   Am proud to be one of the many pilots.    

   

 So from Frank; As you know, I normally send out 

my email updates in January and June, but this news is 

too wonderful and cannot wait.  It is with great pleasure 

that I can finally send you this email.   

 

 We have just completed a flight in our 48th 

state!  Pilot #365, Don Sims of Dyer, TN has made the 

SQuiRT's historic flight, today 18 Nov '12 at his local 

flying field.  When Don received the SQuiRT on Satur-

day, it had already traveled 23, 824 miles and had been 

flown by 623 pilots before him.   

 The dedication and efforts shown by all of our pilots to make this happen to get the 

SQuiRT through all 48 CONUS is without a doubt beyond remarkable.  As you know this real-

ly was history in the making and you my friends have accomplished something that has never, 

ever been done before.  Please take a moment to reflect on that because without your participa-

tion, selflessness, and dedication to the sport of model aviation this adventure could have not 

have been possible.  

 During the 4.5 years the SQuiRT has been "on the road," we have helped promote model 

aviation every single day.  Your efforts by piloting the SQuiRT, delivering her to the next pilot, 

replacing broken props, or by donating some cash to the prop fund may not have seemed at the 

time like you really were promoting model aviation, but those acts, big or small, has helped get 

us to this fact;  we have made history and accomplished our main goal of promoting the sport 

of model aviation in those 4.5 years.  And as a side note, we have also done a great job in pro-

moting the AMA and its membership.  Remember the card sent to Steve M from the Senator in 

MN?  Below is some examples of the publicity that I have seen happen so far:  

 

News Coverage: 

 

33 Online news stories 

28 Local papers 

6 nationally publicized magazines have run articles on the WAA-08 adventure  

5 Local television news broadcasts 

1 Local radio show 

1 Parade Logan County Fair Parade 

1 Weekly RC Podcast that provides WAA-08 updates 



That does not take in account the thousands of posts on numerous internet forums, or dozens 

and dozens of videos posted on sites like YouTube or Vimeo.  Nor does it take in account the 

dozens of new folks joining the sport due to the fact they witnessed the SQuiRT fly in a local 

park or seen an article about the WAA-08 adventure in their local paper.  Again, I hope that 

you all take a moment to reflect on our accomplishments in the last 4.5 years and look at the 

extraordinary thing you helped accomplish.  It truly is an amazing accomplishment and I thank 

each and every one of you that helped make it happen.   

 

I would be remiss in this update if I did not mention and give thanks to Walter G who has tire-

lessly performed his duties as our WAA-08 webmaster during these last 4.5 years without com-

plaining about the hundreds of emails I have sent him with new updates or new photos to pub-

lish.  He has done an outstanding job donating his time to keep our website alive and has used 

his own money to host the WAA-08 domain.  And I need to thank Don W who generates our 

pilot certificates for the adventure and has been doing such a wonderful job at that.  The certifi-

cates are a great way to say "Thank You" to our pilots and Don sure does a great job on 

them.  Some more good news is that Jerry B has offered to make the 2012 WAA-08 Collage 

for us this year.  The collages, started by Don J back in 2008, is a great way to capture the 

smiling faces of all the WAA-08 pilots and their club mates throughout the year, as well as 

showing the historical places the SQuiRT has visited.  I also want to thank our sponsors who 

donated ESCs, servos, a LiPo Sack, and other necessities, and especially Bill Stevens who pro-

vided us with a wonderful and robust airplane to use on our adventure.  What a superb choice 

that turned out to be.  And thanks to John Redman from Horizon Hobby for the DX6i transmit-

ter. 

 

These last 4.5 years have seen a lot of changes in all our lives.  Back when this began, I was 

living and working in Virginia and now I am all the way on the other side of the country in a 

new job and home.  Who would have thought that when this all began?  I know I never saw 

that coming.  And I have heard similar stories from other pilots as our adventure marched 

on.  Sadly, these last 4.5 years has also had some sad times.  We lost some good friends along 

the way; Greg S, and Don J, our two treasurers, and pilot #192 Bill H, who passed away in a 

tragic accident at his work shortly after flying the SQuiRT.  We certainly miss their friendship 

and their contributions to the WAA-08 adventure and model aviation. 

 

Now you may be asking yourself, "So what now.  Are we done?"  My answer to that is "No 

way!"  We still have the last leg of our journey to finish.  We still have 30 more registered pi-

lots to fly the SQuiRT and most likely another 70 pilots/flights to go.  We have SEFF coming 

up next year and we are hoping to get a pilot in the local area to showcase the SQuiRT and fly 

her during one of the noon time demos and have someone share the tale of the SQuiRT's jour-

ney as she flies for the crowd.  We want to SQuiRT to be on display while she is there so the 

pilots at SEFF can stop by and see the "remarkable parkflyer that could."  The next big event 

after SEFF is a trip to Kitty Hawk, NC to fly the hallowed grounds of aviation and I am hoping 

to get a good showing of local pilots to join Scott S there at Kitty Hawk.  After that, she makes 

her way on to Gloucester, VA to make a final flight at her home field, completing her journey 

around the USA in approximately 5 years. 



 

I have often been asked, "What happens to the SQuiRT when the journey is finished?"  I per-

sonally would like to see the SQuiRT reside in Muncie, IN.  I have sent in the application for 

the SQuiRT, its travel box that was beautifully crafted by Steve G, 3 pilot's log books, my per-

sonal log of over 200 pages recording events both good and bad from the very inception of the 

adventure until the end, and all the mementos collected through the years to be inducted into 

the AMA's National Model Aviation Museum.  (I should be hearing the results of the applica-

tion in mid-December.)  I think that would be a fitting "retirement home" for a parkflyer who 

has traveled over 25,000 miles around the US and flown by over 700 pilots promoting model 

aviation.  I am really hoping this happens.  I think it would be wonderful for Moms and Dads 

when they visit the museum to see the SQuiRT on display and tell their kids, grandkids or even 

great grandkids that they took part in the WAA-08 adventure helping to make model aviation 

history.  I'd love to take my son there someday and show him the SQuiRT on display and what 

a thrill it would mean to me for him to take his children to the museum someday and have him 

explain to his kids about WAA-08 adventure and the role their granddad played in it. 

 

With that said, I am tentatively planning on meeting with all the WAA-08 pilots that can attend 

NEFI in 2013.  Jay S said he is going to let me know when that will be happening and I will 

send out emails to let everyone know my plans.  I hope to see as many of the WAA-08 pilots as 

possible there and thank them in person for their efforts in making this happen.  It would be 

wonderful for all of us there to pass the transmitter around and give the SQuiRT one final 

flight.  That would be awesome. 

 

On a side note, I have worked with a shirt designer down in San Diego who has designed an 

embroidered WAA-08 shirt.  I have attached a photo of my shirt.  If anyone would like to order 

a shirt, please let me know and I can provide the link to the website for ordering info.   

 

I hope this email finds you well and thank you all again for your wonderful contributions to 

this adventure.  I've said this a number of times and it still holds true to this day.  Without your 

efforts, all I would have had is a brand new plane in a beautiful wooden box sitting in my gar-

age.   

 

Thank you all and a virtual fist bump to everyone! (even though my 15 year old son says peo-

ple don't fist bump anymore J) 

 

Frank 

www.WAA-08.org 

 

PS For those pilots that were the point of contact in your club for the WAA-08 ad-

venture, can you please forward this to your club mates or include this in your club 

newsletter? –Thanks! 

http://www.WAA-08.org


We showed a 
couple pictures of 
jerry’s Cub in our 
last issue and I 
asked for a flight 
report…..and Jer-
ry answered my 
flight question.   
 

    
Well, I would say "like 
a big Cub", but that 
goes without saying! 
Flies great, was con-
cerned that the DLE-
20 wasn't going to be 
enough, but she's got 
plenty of power for 
scale flight, big floater 
on final.    
 
 
 

 
Stats:  Balsa USA 1/4 scale 
Cub kit converted to L-4, DLE
-20 with a Frank Bowman 
ring and Bowman reed block 
mod, Airtronics SD-10G, Roy 
Villiancort 1/4 scale civilian 
pilot, Robart Cub gear.     
 
Thanks Jerry, but what is on 
the next page……... 



The next project, and “below” what it should look like when I'm done. 
I can’t wait Jerry!  



This years AMA show looks to be another good one. Lots of stuff to look 

at, buy and do. I am sure many of you will be attending. I thought about 

attending as this will be my second year removed from it, but it is just 

days before the start of my biggest education program undertaking to 

date and I need to be ready, so you all go and buy a new toy or two and 

write me about what you saw and bought! 

 

The Drag N Fly 

The Drag n Fly is a laser cut wood 
kit. The kit comes with all the la-
ser parts and a single 90” build 
plan. This is a builders kit, a sim-
ple one, but please have built a 
kit before you buy. 
Email me  (Mike brown) @ 
cabrowns@citlink.net  
Or call  530-549-3005 
Max shipping in the USA is $15. 

Only $65 

Plus shipping 

68” to72” wingspan 

.60 to 1.0 motor size 

Excellent glow or electric 

Great flying airplane 

Can easily be a normal trainer, 

everyday sport aerobat or all 

out 3D on floats. 



This is an interesting video from 1953 about the MIG-15 that was flown out of 

Korea and  given to the US. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPOWfXhCWkI&feature=relmfu  

What’ch Ya Got? 
Web sites, links, interesting sites or events. 

I never thought I would forward our National Anthem being sung by a "hard-rock" group.  

Lib politicians, talk-show hosts and comedians have recently criticized the National Anthem as 
being stupid, silly, too militaristic, and many more insults.  

This band sings a version that will knock your socks off ... a Navy vet sings the lead.  

http://www.starspangledbannerchallenge.com/  

Absolutely beautiful!               Romancing the Wind 

    The guy flying the 3 kites is in his 80’s, and he's from Canada .  He comes to the Washing-

ton State International Kite Festival every year.  His skin is like leather as he normally flies with 

his shirt off. He is deaf, so when he flies we hold our hands up and wave them for applause. 

He flies 2 with his hands and the 3rd one is attached to his waist. Enjoy!  

    

Romancing the Wind -http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=nr9KrqN_lIg 

 the music is just perfect for it  

 Water dropping planes - Best flying of the week    

Pretty cool video.  Notice the second seat guy has to work the throttles.  

Guess the pilot is too busy based on the hand and  foot inputs.  

Whether you're past or present aircrew, you will certainly dig this great flying gig.  

 Let it shake rattle and roll!!... Turn up the volume and let her rip clicking on this...  

http://player.vimeo.com/video/48642618        

Real EMP wow! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fhZLkmQ0jUE  

Gnome Rotary Aircraft Engine. Not much room to write but this is interesting. Have a look. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6PnKUEFX8g#watch-main-area  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPOWfXhCWkI&feature=relmfu
http://www.starspangledbannerchallenge.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=nr9KrqN_lIg
http://player.vimeo.com/video/48642618
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fhZLkmQ0jUE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6PnKUEFX8g#watch-main-area


THE RED BARON AND ME 
 

 Only, this Red Baron’s name is John Bowman, Lead Pilot for the Red Baron Stearman 

Squadron.  I was a winner in a contest to “Fly with the Red Baron”sponsored by Red Baron 

Frozen Pizza and Raley’s and Belaire Markets.  A representative of Tony’s Pizza Service. Area 

Red Baron Distributor informed me that I was a winner from our local Raley’s, and we agreed 

on a time and date for my Red Baron Adventure. 
 

 I arrive at Mather Field (formerly Mather AFB), Sacramento to see 4 Red Barron     

Stearmans parked in a row on the apron  

  

I checked in with the flight coordi-

nator and was introduced to John 

Bowman who will be my pilot.  

Bryan Regan who normally flies 

the slot will be our wingman for 

today’s sortie.  Brian carries an-

other contest winner.  

  

 

John and I posed beside his Stearman.   

 

 He explains how to get into the forward 

cockpit.  Step up on the wing walk, grab the hand 

hold in the upper wing, swing your right leg over 

the side to stand on the seat, swing your left leg into 

the cockpit, and slide into the seat. John runs down 

the safety check list, and then strapped me into the 

parachute harness.  Parachute??  Whoa, now!!  

John explains that the parachute is a FAA Require-

ment.  He’s never bailed out, nor has a passenger.  

John locks the lap belt in place. And, I put on the 

head phones/helmet.  He points to a  red button la-

beled intercom on the instrumental panel, and tells 

me to press the button to talk to him on the intercom. I read the Airworthiness Certificate on 

the instrument panel in front of me while John readies the Stearman for flight.  Our Stearman 

N805RB is a Boeing 75/PT17, #75-2729 Aerobatic. 



 John starts the 450 hp Pratt and Whitney engine, and gives thumbs up to Brian in Red 

Baron #2.  I hear the tower giving the Red Baron Team takeoff clearance over the intercom.  

John pulls out onto the apron with Brian following us, and says “I can’t see over the nose, so I 

have to weave while taxing.”  We reach the end of the runway,.  John swings wide, and Red 

Baron #2 tucks in on our right wing.  All 450 horses roar to life as we start down the runway.   

 

As soon as we break ground, I turn to the right and 

snap Photo #3 of Red Baron #2, our Wingman, Brian 

Reagan as we broke ground. 

 

We head South East away from populated areas, 

climbing to 2500 feet.  “Would you like to do some 

mild aerobatics,” asks John over the intercom.  “Sure” 

I answer. “Here goes an aileron roll” says John as the 

nose dips to build up some speed.  We enter a right roll, the  horizon rotates and I’m momen-

tarily hanging upside down as we pass through inverted, and roll back to level. “Now for an in-

side loop.”  The nose pulls up, I loose the horizon before seeing it again upside down, before 

returning to level flight. “Hammerhead turn, next!”  After we pull to vertical, John kicks in 

right rudder just before the stall, and the tail whips over.  Then we’re going straight down, soon 

pulling out to level. “Next maneuver, a Cloverleaf.”  What’s that?”  I asked.  “It’s a half barrel 

roll to inverted with a ½ loop pull out.”  So, once again, I’m upside down for a moment.  

 We head back towards Mather Field.  John requests landing clearance for the Red Baron 

Team.  I glance at Red Baron #2, thinking this makes a good photo.  I zoom the camera to 105 

mm, and snap Photo #4. 

 

As we fly parallel to the runway,  John says, “We are 

going to make a steep turn to land.”  wings tilt left at 

50 degrees as we began a 180 degree turn to line up 

with the runway.  We come out of the turn at 50 feet; 

lined up on the centerline, and gently touched down.  

Taxing back to the holding area with Red Baron #2 

close behind, we turn to line up with the two Stearman 

already there, and coast to a stop.   

 

 

John had a few minutes to answer questions.  He said the owner of Red Baron Frozen Pizza is 

an aviation enthusiast.  The Red Baron Stearman Squadron was formed in 1979, and John start-

ed flying with them in 1982. 

 



 More than 10,000 Boeing 75/PT-17's were built between 1937 and 1945.  John’s Stear-

man rolled off the assembly line on December 8, 1941, and the other Stearmans were built in 

the early 1940's as well.  Stearmans were originally powered by 220 hp engines, but all Red 

Baron Stearmans now have 450 hp Pratt & Whitney engines.  Other modifications include add-

ed ailerons on the top wing for increased aerobatic performance, an updated electrical system, 

disc brakes, and some air frame reinforcement. 

 

 The Red Baron Stearman Squadron is based in Minnesota where six mechanics work 

full time to keep them flying.  Each Stearman is completely restored about every 6 years of 

service.  They practice aerobatics  in Tucson, AZ like the photo below.  They are on the road 

most of the year participating in air shows and other public appearances.  One mechanic trav-

els with them. 

 

 

 I’ve done thousands of 

rolls, loops and hammerheads 

with my feet on the ground in my 

40 years of flying radio controlled 

models.  Now, I’ve experienced 

the real thing.  Thanks, Red Baron 

for the thrill of a lifetime! 

 

Epilogue: In 2007, the Red Baron 

Pizza Squadron was retired by its 

owner.  The Squadron which flew 

vintage Boeing PT-17 Stearman 

World War II primary trainers 

conducted more than 2,000 per-

formances over the past 28 years. 

 

 

 

Jim Kitchen 

  

email: jkitchen@syix.com 



Mike, 
Thanks so much for publishing those photos of John Cutler and his 1/3 scale baby Bowlus. 
What a dream plane that is. 
Your publication is terrific. 
 
I'm sending this photo of myself. My wife took it in Bora Bora which we visited on a 30 day 
cruise with Holland America last month. 
I brought a copy of the AMA Magazine for fun. If you use it, fine. If not, that's fine too. 

 
 
 
Joe Buko 
Newsletter editor for the 
Palomar R/C Flyers, Inc. 

I had to laugh when I opened this email from Joe. I had JUST returned from a cruise in 

the Caribbean and I took AMA magazines as well. I left a couple…..of course by acci-

dent t for others to find…...kind of like I do at my doctors offices:) 

 

Way to go Joe. We all need to spread the word of our great hobby!  

,,,and I was very glad to publish the pictures of the baby Bowlus, it was beautiful! 



SOUTHERN UTAH PYLON RACING ASSOCIATION 
SEASON FINALE    11/3//12 

 

The last race of the SUPRA season could not get much better!   The weather in St. George, 

Utah was perfect, no wind with temperatures in the 70s.  Pilot turnout was the highest of the 

year, and electrics were making more appearances then usual.  One electric, a Revolution 

flown by Paul Bradshaw, was extremely fast!  The heats went off without a hitch.  There were 

no midairs and everyone seemed to be in high 

spirits.  However, the highlight of the day was 

a new plane that few of us had seen, much less 

seen flying. 

 

Four pilots arrived with Hobby King Fun 

Fighter electric models.   These all foam air-

planes are small, with about a 24 inch wing-

span, but really fast with a high performance 

LiPo battery pack.  There are fifteen models to 

choose from. Most are World War II fighters with costs of under $100.  They come out of the 

box with servos mounted for two controls, aileron and elevator, and the electric motor is in-

stalled.  Plug in a park flyer receiver to match your radio, connect a battery to the ESC, and the 

most difficult work is done. 

 

The four pilots wanted to stage demonstration 

heats, not only to determine what these little 

electrics would do around the 700 foot pylon 

spacing, but also to possibly promote a new 

race class in SUPRA.  It did not appear that 

the spectators and other pilots were disap-

pointed when the demonstration heats were 

run.  One of the demonstration pilots was only 

about twice the size of his Fun Fighter!  

Jaxson Porter is eight years old and after three 

demonstration heats he was in second place.  

In one heat he turned a fast time of just under 

one minute for five laps with no cuts!  Andrew 

Taylor won the demonstration heats with a fast time 

of 49.65 seconds for five laps. 

 
 

Andrew Taylor’s P-47 Fun Fighter. First 

Place In the Fun Fighter Demonstration  

High Performance 850 mAh, Four 

Cell, 4.8 volt LiPo Battery Pack  



No question, these little electrics are fast.  The 

SUPRA Sport Class pilots have a break out time 

of 2.5 minutes.  So, the Fun Fighters could easily 

compete in that class if they could fly ten laps.  

After the first heat though, it became obvious 

that the 850mAh, four cell, 4.8 volt LiPos could 

not go more then five laps at full throttle without 

internal damage.  In addition, the stock ESCs 

that came with the planes could not withstand 

such intense duty either.  When replaced with a 

thirty amp E-flite ESC there were no problems.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So the questions start.  Should Fun Fighter racing 

be based on only five laps?  Should a lower per-

formance battery be required so that they can fly 

ten laps at slower speeds?  Should the pylon spac-

ing be decreased?  Probably the primary question 

is, are these models just a fad that will not last a 

year in the face of our ever changing R/C hori-

zon?  These question and others will have to be 

addressed by the SUPRA Committee before any 

rules for a new class can be formulated for next 

year.  At the top of their list of objectives are to 

keep our racing safe, fun, and relatively inexpen-

sive. 

Paul Bradshaw’s Revolution, the 

Fastest Electric at the SUPRA 

Races  

Preparing to Launch the Fun 

Fighters for the First Demon-

stration Heat.  

Focus is Important for for these Small 

Electrics on the Large Course  

The Demonstration Group: Bill Boice, An-

drew Taylor, Jaxson Porter, and Dennis 

Church. Don’t underestimate the short 

guy!!!  



The  

Drag n Fly. 
This is a plane I have had made 
into a laser cut kit. It was de-
signed by a good friend of mine 
Don Gerfen of Chico California. 

The way the kit is designed the 
plane will have a 68” wingspan, 
although as shown in the top 
photo many builders add wing 
tips making it about 72” de-
pending on the size you add. 
The plane will fly on a .60 sized 

motor but for the top performance a .91 to.100 (a Saito 100 is ideal.) Many have been made 
electric and they fly absolutely wonderful. On a set of Floats is my preferred method, as a 
good set of light floats add to the flight qualities of the plane.  The kit is the laser cut parts 
only, which is all wing ribs, formers, firewall, and fuse front 1/2 plus a 90” single sheet set of 
plans, all in a nice white box. The kits sell for $65 plus shipping and box cost, so $80 total any-
where in the USA. This is a builders kit so only the plans and cut parts come, no instructions. I 
currently have kits so if you want one please email me or you can send a check to me Mike 
brown @ PO Box 69 Bella Vista, CA 96008. I will ship asap.  A modeler is building a kit now so 
pictures and a write-up will be in the next issue of this publication.      Thanks Mike 



George Miller has been writing articles for this publication for a while now. But 
he has been building models….well … just about forever. As I have said before he 
even built models for George Lucas for, about 18 years if memory serves. I find 
that sooo cool. He built all the airplanes for Die hard II and many other movies. 
He has built from airplanes to blimps to jets, huge and small. I thought it might 
be nice to just see a few he has built. I believe everything you will see here is 
scratch built.  Some you have seen here before, some not. 

 I look forward to many more of Georges build articles, as I’m sure most of you do 
as well.   Mike 

















I have many more pictures of planes George has built….and I thought I had an im-

pressive past building, ha! 

Keep up the great work…..uh...fun  George.                   Mike 



Waldo Pepper’s Flying Circus  

The 2012 Edition 
 

Residents of the Bay Area know what kind of weather we have had the last couple of 
weeks – overcast in the morning, clearing to mild temperatures in the afternoon. The 
weekend of Sept 22-23 was supposed to be the same, but no one told the weather 
that. It was clear very early, extremely light winds until late in the afternoons, and the 
temperatures up to the low 80’s – a great weekend for an event – and a great event 
for the weekend! 

Flyers started trickling in as 
usual, no one has to be 
prompt for a fly-in, it is not like 
a contest. It is just a gathering 
of folks with in this case simi-
lar airplanes, an exchange of  

ideas and stories and good 
times. 
 

The Ukiah Air Force brought 
most of the usual models, but 
Gus Stutsman’s trailer had 
been broken into the week 
before and several of his 
models destroyed (if you hear 
of a Seidel 7-cylinder com-
plete with the box, a DA-100 

or several digital servos with their leads cut-off please let me know). Gus still had his 
Proctor Eindecker and his venerable 
20-year old Nieuport 11 but his 
Somer Monoplane had been 
trashed. Dan Sciacca had his Fok-
ker Triplane fleet – he had just fin-
ished and Electrifly Dr-1 redone with 
light blue under surfaces and the 
streaked green uppers – it looked 
really good, as well as as a modified 
Flair Dr-1, a Nitro Planes Dr-1 and a 
Sig Jenny electric that weighed 
about 3 ounces. Ken Sciacca had a 
small Pilot Nieuport 28 and an elec-
tric Lanier Se-5a – both great flyers. 



Jim Hornung (who was also at our inaugural Warbirds by the Bay) brought his really 
pretty Electrifly N11 and Se-5a – the Se had been recovered and repainted, looked re-
ally good. Unfortunately he and Dan S had a mid-air just before lunch, both airplanes 
were pretty well shot.  

Jim Solar and Alex Goddard both arrived with 
Ryan STAs and Alex had a small 3- channel 
Monocoupe as well. Jim also went home with 
a Fokker DVII Flyboys ARF. 

Dave Lovitt arrived with his Blackburn mono-
plane and a White Falcon, both venerable fly-
ers, and shortly after Jeff Lovitt arrived with 
his Proctor Nieuport 11 and an Electrifly Dr-1. 
Jeff’s Nieuport is one of my favorites, he can 
really fly it well.  

Will and Dan Sivert were sporting 
their Great Planes GeeBEE R-1s, 
and Dan also had his E-Flite UMX R
-1 as well. All 3 airplanes put in 
great flights. 

Larry Sheppard and his wife Joyce 
drove down from Paradise with his 
Hanger 9 Fokker DVII with a Laser 
70 power plant (SWEET engines). 

George Ellison showed up bright 
and early with his Parkzone Albatros 
– a great flyer! 

Eric Kirby came down from Petaluma with a ¼ scale Concept Fleet biplane in striking 
yellow and black scheme, also a very good flying airplane. 

Paul Klahn drove up to show his 
BUSA Nieuport – he had recently 
crashed and rebuilt the airplane only 
to discover at the last minute that 
the spark plug for his Zenoah had 
been broken in the crash and he 
could not find a replacement in time 
– it turns out that Gus had one and 
Paul was at least able to run the en-
gine – he elected – wisely – not to 
try a test flight at a basically unfamil-
iar field. 



I brought my Uravitch DVII that had 
been given me by Dan Sciacca – I per-
romed the uneventful test flight and 
had a second flight later (the engine 
did not sound right so I 

landed very soon – it turned out that 
the exhaust valve stuck open – Sun-
day when we were unsticking it we 
broke the rocker arm on the exhaust 
side – have to tear down the engine to 
find out what was wrong). 

We re-convened at about 5PM for the BBQ – we had a great time, told some super 
stories and solved all the issues in the world! The party broke up around 8PM with 
everyone full and satiated. 

We started again Sunday morning with 
a couple of late shows – Dave Pippen 
brought his Nieuport 28 from a Proctor 
kit (the 28s are probably the best flying 
Nieuports) and our Matt O’Sullivan 
brought his Stinson.  

After lunch the awards and raffle: 
George Ellison won the big one, a 
Henschel HS-123 ARF from Bannana 
Hobbies, Dan Sciaca won a Blackhawk 
Models Fokker DVII kit and the Davey 
Systems Miss Los Angeles Brown B-2 
kit, and so-and-so won another DVII 

Blackhawk kit. Pilot’s Choice was won by Gus Stutsman with his Proctor Eindecker, 
and Best Golden Age was Alex Goddard with his Ryan STA. 

I don’t want to close without saying a huge Thank You to Alex Goddard for being the 
registrar and helping set up and close 
down, and George Ellison for clean-up 
help and donating some trophies and 
the 3 kits in the raffle, Jim Solar and 
Lou Morales for sharing lunchtime 
cooking chores. 

The bottom line is that we all had a 
great time and made a good chunk of 
dollar bills for the Viola Blythe Founda-
tion.17 Registered pilots, way more 
than 20 airplanes, lots and lots of fun!  



Wing CG programs 
 I know this isn’t the era of the modeler that likes to build kits. I would guess most mod-
elers don’t think it necessary or cost effective to build your own models with so many ARF’s 
out there. I know a guy that bought a $8,000 A10 Wart Hog ARF! But building is still one of 
the best parts of the hobby to me. I tell every person I teach how to fly that if they build a kit, 
no matter how it looks in the end, when they fly it, the pride and satisfaction they will get out 
of the experience, will far outweigh any ARF money can buy. Ok maybe not an $8,000 A10 
but the regular ones! I also say, likely they will enjoy the experience so much they will build 
another, and hopefully another….. 

 Building aside, all airplanes need to be balanced. Some ARF’s have had the wrong CG 
written in the assembly instructions, or maybe you got a great deal on an airplane at a swap 
meet and you have no idea who made it, so how do you balance it. if you guess at the balance 
point on some wings or airplanes you could destroy a nice model in mere seconds. 

Over the years builders have developed several ways of calculating Center of Gravity.  De-
pending on the wing, simple math will do the trick, Honestly math will always do the trick but 
you have to know how and where to measure for all the different types of wings.  

I have used programs that I simply input the required measurements and the proper CG is 
found. Even though I have had good success I like to try a couple as they have come up with 
different CG points. ? Why would one program show a different balance point than anoth-
er...you might ask? The one reason I found is one accounted for the horizontal stab, where the 
another didn’t. Here are a links to a couple CG programs. You need Excel to open them. I hope 
you might find them useful, I know I have. 
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